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Committee, those of us who are getting somewhat ‘long in

EDITORIAL

the tooth’ cannot claim that the future of the Club is ours. It is
more a case of our having ensured there is a sound

All in all, as reflected in the Chairman’s report, MMRG has

foundation on which the next generation can build because

had another successful year. The exhibition was very

the future of the Club is surely theirs.

successful, we’ve had two great Club trips (Germany and
Stafford), we’ve been joined by the ‘Glasgow Queen Street

I think the next couple of paragraphs serve to highlight the

Group and had several very good visits to other exhibitions

point!

with ‘PP’ and ‘Wolfe Lowe’. The Club’s finances are also
looking very healthy. What more could we ask?

I think this last month has to go down in the records as being
one of busiest month’s I have ever spent with MMRG. Don’t

The answer to the question is quite simple really - this is not

get me wrong, it’s been incredibly enjoyable but soooo hectic!

the time to ‘rest on our laurels’. We need to keep a keen eye

Come to that, I think that, overall, it’s been one of my busiest

on and plan for the future. It will not come as news to anyone

months for many a year!

that we are all getting older! Unfortunately, several members
of the Committee are constantly reminded of that inescapable

You’d think that two exhibitions so close together with an

fact! We do all that we can but are aware that, generally, it

A.G.M. in between would have been enough (and I truly was

takes us longer to do it! What was it that some wit said? “You

knackered after Dortmund) but the C.O., bless her, decided

know you’re getting older when it takes you all night to do

that I should make the most of the good weather while it

what you used to do all night!” What he didn’t say is that it

lasted! I duly stripped, sanded, cleaned and then sealed the

also takes longer to recover after the event!

decking with two coats of oil. I was even more knackered!
Still, we now have somewhere nice to sit out at home if the

What am I saying? Shaun, in his report, called it a

sun does ever shine again!

‘succession plan’ and he is anything but ‘wide of the mark’.
The immediate future of the Club is secure, but the long term

With all of the activity this month, it has been something of a

future lies with those who don’t yet ‘reach for the oxygen

race to get this Newsletter to you on time. Deadlines are,

mask’ following any periods of effort! The long-term future of

however, deadlines and I’m pleased to be able to say,

the Club cannot be secured, either, by simply continuing the

“Mission accomplished”.

same format. New ideas are badly needed, fresh approaches
need to be taken and, yes, they do involve taking risks but

I do hope that you enjoy the read.

that, surely, is part and parcel of building a dynamic Club.

If that is true for the Club in general, then it also true for our
exhibitions and, indeed, this Newsletter. As part of the

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoints Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"
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THE CHAIRMAN’S ANNUAL REPORT FOR

Club members have been very active with their own railway

2018/19 (AGM April 12th)

modelling interests, too. Phil Mason and Jim Barry won
(respectively) first and third prize for rolling stock at the 3mm

Shaun Horrocks

Society Convention and ‘Wolfe Lowe’ and ‘Purgatory Peak’
have been busy on the exhibition circuits. Andy Clayton and

Another year has flown by and this last year seems to have

the ‘Glasgow Queen Street’ crew have also had a busy time

passed especially quickly but, I guess, that is because it has

demonstrating their skills at various shows.

been such a good year and soooo busy!

We’ve also had a couple of trips organised through the Club -

We’ve said farewell to ‘Macclesfield Central’ (from the Club

the first to Hamburg (“Miniatur Wunderland”), Wuppertal

room) and this ’N’ gauge project has now been fully

( Wuppertaler Schwebebahn) and Dortmund for the

transferred to Alek Adamski and a new home. If we were

Intermodellbau (see May, June and July 2018 Newsletters)

worried that this would create something of a vacuum within

where we were lucky enough to get an invite to take ‘PP’ this

our ‘space’, such fears were speedily dispelled with the

year!

arrival of ‘Glasgow Queen Street’ and the 6 or so new
members this project brought! Construction has now begun

Our second trip was to the Stafford Model Railway Circle and

on a new set of baseboards and the noise level within the

a visit to their clubroom. Both trips, in their own way, were

Club room has increased with the ‘banging and clattering’

very informative, a bit of an eye-opener and enjoyed by all

such activity brings …… a welcome sound!

involved.
With the shift of our AGM to a date following our annual
Several things have caught my attention over the last few

exhibition we, unusually, have two exhibitions to include in

weeks and I feel there is a need to look to the future …..

this year’s report! Both, it has to be said, were very
successful in terms of continuing our hard earned and long-

Exhibitions

standing reputation for hosting high quality exhibitions and
financially. We continue to buck the national trend for falling

Just because past shows have been successful, it does not

attendances and that is probably, in large part, thanks to the

mean that we should ‘rest on our laurels’ and repeat exactly

extensive use we have made of social media and a sustained

the same format next year. For the last two years we have

advertising/information campaign leading up to the shows.

had ‘The Big Red Bus’ (as Mike calls it) which has added
considerably to our visitor experience, but we do need to

The £1 raffle layout was, again, very popular and we have to

continually up-date and refresh that experience. We had,

thank Paul Atkinson for donating the basic layout and, in

whilst waiting for the guy to collect the tables, a quick pint in

company with Steve Nixon, for working so hard to produce

‘the Brock’ where a lot of good and varied ideas began to

such a great little layout.

surface. Whilst at the Intermodellbau in Dortmund, we were
aware of quite a few school parties being ‘crocodiled’ around

What can we say about the Members’ Sales stand …… it

the show. Germany is keen to wean children off computer

returned, this year, a fourfold increase over 2016’s record

games and show them a range of alternative activities. The

figure!

children were encouraged to ‘get involved’ and make things.
Perhaps this is something we could, maybe should,

Of course, none of this would have been possible without the

consider?

help and support of club members and a small army of
volunteers who all worked tirelessly behind the scenes and

I shall be calling a meeting, for all those interested, for a

‘front of house’ to create two excellent exhibitions. Somehow

‘brainstorming’ session in May. I hope this will produce some

a simple ‘thank you’ seems inadequate when the sum of what

new ideas for our annual show.

you worked so hard to create was so successful.
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A.G.M. - A BRIEF SUMMARY

Excursions and Socials

Mike Hebblethwaite
Despite having had two very successful Club trips during the
last year we don’t yet have any on this coming year’s

You can start with breathing a big sigh of relief! All our

calendar. We need an organiser for ‘excursions’ and ‘social

subscription rates remain the same. In fact most things have

events’.

stayed the same!

Club Projects

The Committee was re-elected ‘en bloc’ as there were no other
candidates for any of the posts. There is one addition to the

The ‘banging and clattering’ from the ‘Glasgow Queen Street’

Committee and that is Andy Clayton who will be representing,

group is a welcome sound - we need more projects, less

amongst other things, the interests of the ‘Glasgow Queen

chat and people generally making more mess!

Street’ Group. As ever, a full listing of Committee members
appears on the last page of this Newsletter.

Club Management
The Treasurer reported that, following two successful shows
I very recently had a ‘lightbulb moment’ when I discovered

and finally sorting out the chaotic accounts from the previous

that, when I reach 73 (next month!), I shall no longer be able

post holder, the Club is financially very healthy. He reported

to drive vans hired from Practical Van Hire largely because

and demonstrated that our accounting system is now not only

I’m rapidly moving toward that ‘High Risk’ end of life. Mike

much more secure but also transparent ….. and that even

(Hebblethwaite), though he hates to admit it, is not so far

extends to ‘Petty Cash’!

behind!
The accounts were audited and approved by Tony Hallatt and
The bottom line is that we need a ‘succession plan’ for the

Ian Sheldon.

Officers of this Club in particular and fresher legs with drive
and new ideas to take the Club forward.

The Secretary reported that it had been a ‘quiet year’ as far as
he was concerned primarily because there had been no major

To kick start this process, I will inform you now, I shall be

issues. The most time-consuming correspondence had been in

stepping down as Chairman and Exhibition Manager within

connection with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

the next two years.

for which he’d worked closely with Colin Moores. The Club
holds no information regarding Club members or Newsletter

Finally, I would like to extend a special thanks to Mike

subscribers other than the basic information necessary to

(Newsletter, Members’ Sales and Xmas meal

conduct its business.

notwithstanding) for being there as my prop.
The meeting was opened at 20.00 hrs with a welcome from the

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:-

Chairman and closed, following the Chairman’s closing

“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY”

remarks, shortly before 21.00 hrs.

Hubbardston
MA, USA
(1) 978 928 5128

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30

“CHESHIRE MODELS”

‘narrowgaugemodeling.com'

37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield

and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling

01625 511646

Company’

www.cheshiremods.org.uk
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BREAKING NEWS

All guilty trains to be guillotined at new facility

Zero emissions rail power on test.

Consumer testing for ‘slim doors’ gets go ahead.

Banksy decorates train and doubles its value overnight
Rare earth magnets declared too powerful for Virgin’s
MagLev trains

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“THE MODEL CENTRE”

CORRECTION

Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,

I have, rightfully, received some ‘stick’ for referring to the
‘Glasgow Queen Street Group’ as the ‘Glasgow Central

YO22 5LF

Group’ in last month’s issue. Worse still, I accused them of
01947 899125

using P4 track standards. They, of course, are ardent EM
fans. Wrist slapped! Sorry.
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“www.themodelcentre.com"

THOSE IMPORTANT LINE-SIDE DETAILS

transformer and wrapped the stakes with a thin wire mesh to

Udo Pfannkuche

represent an industrial fence.

One very common line-side feature, particularly in

The transformer

industrial areas, is a transformer to supply said

station is

industrial area with its ‘juice’. Here, Udo describes how

placed close to

he installed one to great effect on his layout. Although

a large factory

his example is in European (1:45) ‘O’ scale, similar kits

building and

and cast products are available in ‘OO’ and ’N’ scales.

suggests the
immense

As I have mentioned in previous articles, some of the

amount of

accessories I use on my model railroads (‘O’ scale) are from

electricity used

British suppliers. One great example is an industrial type

in their

transformer produced in kit form by Duncan Models.

manufacturing

The prototype is a Hakavik-type from Norway and the

processes.

I can
recommend this kit and I also recommend using 2K-glue to

assemble the parts since the glue will provide a very strong
bond. CA (super) glue can be a bit brittle and, during
Duncan Models kit is a very close likeness to it.

handling, fragile parts may break off. As ever, take care with
those finer detail parts.

After deburring all parts, I glued them together with 2K-glue
and then washed the completed kit with a white wash before

Have fun with your projects.

adding a primer. Next a dark grey acrylic colour was applied.

The completed assembly was then glued to a sheet of
plastic, 4 mm thick, and I placed fence stakes around the
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“PP” AT THE INTERMODELLBAU, DORTMUND

As it turned out, the only ‘documents’ we had to produce

Mike Hebblethwaite (photos by Shaun Horrocks and Neil

were our passports, ferry booking confirmation and photos of

Fraser)

‘Purgatory Peak’ - but more of that later!

Some of you may recall that members of the 0n30 Group

Tuesday, 3rd April, Bertha was loaded to the gunnels with

(Shaun, Neil, Udo and myself) went on a German adventure

stock and equipment trays, tool boxes, bags and beer. Beer?

last year and one of our ‘ports of call’ was the annual

Why beer, you may well ask …… the simple answer was that

Intermodellbau in Dortmund (for links see Editorial) where we

we wanted some British beer (Abbots and Guiness) available

were lucky enough to receive an invitation to exhibit

should we need to ‘entertain’ and ‘refresh’ any visitors. The

Purgatory Peak this year!

trailer was loaded with the layout and overnight bags to the
extent that there was no ‘spare’ space. Everything fitted into
Bertha and the trailer ….. just!

German exhibitions operate in a slightly different way from
our own in that everything is agreed in a contract. We,
therefore, had to be very careful with our budgeting as there

Late morning, we set off for Hull and the ferry. It proved to be

was no leeway for any unforeseen additional costs. Similarly,

a straightforward journey for myself, Shaun, Neil and Eric but

we had a responsibility to ensure that we did not ‘overprice’

we, in our mobile cocoon, were rather envious of Steve,

our costs and so ‘rule ourselves out’ as being too expensive!

Dave and Gerry who were flying to Dusseldorf the next day

A ‘price’ for our appearance at the show was finally agreed

and making their way by train from there to Dortmund. We

and preparations forged ahead.

arrived in good time at Hull and, after a bit of a wait, boarded

It is a four day show, so a team of six was agreed which
consisted of Shaun, Neil, myself, Eric Johns, Steve Roberts
and Udo. Little did we know at the time of initial planning that
we would be joined by Dave Wheelton and Gerry Ogden as
part of a holiday they were planning to visit the show.

A trip to Dortmund, as you can imagine, is not quite so
straightforward as travelling to York, Alley Palley, or the NEC.
There is a small stretch of water to cross, called the North
Sea, and our entering the Schengen Zone amongst the
considerations we had to make. Compound that with the
uncertainties surrounding ‘Brexit’ and the list of paperwork we
the ferry without any ‘official’ hindrance.

needed to take with us seemed endless. It covered
everything from layout, car, trailer and breakdown

Our overnight sea crossing was smooth and uneventful, the

insurances to green card driving permits, passports, ‘green

Marston’s Pedigree much appreciated and our evening meal

zone’ driving permits, a complete inventory for ‘PP’ and all its

was surprisingly plentiful and good. Our four berth cabin was

stock ……… you get the picture! I had a file relating only to

adequate given that all of us, by this stage, were tired

travel - permits, car and insurance documents, ferry tickets,

enough not to care!

etc - and a pretty hefty one at that! Shaun had an equally
bulky file with details of the layout, our accommodation

Wednesday, 4th April saw us arrive, on time, in Europoort

confirmations, exhibition contract, layout insurance, etc. We

after a very good breakfast. We, once again, piled into

took every piece of documentation we could think of on the

Bertha, disembarked, passed through ‘border control’ without

grounds that if we didn’t have it all with us, it was bound to be

hindrance and headed out of the port all in record time. We

the one document we hadn’t brought that someone in
authority would demand to see!

hit the road for Dortmund!
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With just a couple of ‘comfort breaks’ along the way, we
arrived at our hotel at around 2.00 pm, checked in, dropped
off our luggage, met up with Udo and headed for
Westfalenhalle (the exhibition centre). We were back at the

Mine train at the ready for the opening of the show tomorrow

It was time to ‘test’ the German beer!

Our first beer at the hotel was a Hövels, a darker than
average German beer (brewed in Dortmund) with an after
taste reminiscent of ‘Old Speckled Hen’ and very ‘moreish’ it
was. Needless to say, it was so good we tried nothing else
….. for our entire stay at the hotel!

Although the hotel was a Holiday Inn Express it was more
than adequate. The bar was limited but quite sufficient for our
needs (!), breakfast was good but no other meals were
served. The hotel had an ‘arrangement’ with a local takeaway
which worked well, the menu was varied and the portions
large. Quite frankly, after a long day at the show, this
‘arrangement’ (beer and takeaway) was as much as we could
cope with!

Thursday morning came as a bit of a shock to the system.

0901hrs and here they come!
We had no sooner set up and begun testing when we had an ‘audience’!

The show opened its doors to the public at 9.00am! Every
timing had to be worked backwards from that …. arrive by

hotel by 7.00 pm having set up, stocked and test run the
layout and travelled by two trams!
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8.00am, catch the tram to get there at 7.30, breakfast at

6.45am, alarm set for 6.00am! That would be the pattern for
the four show days.

Fortunately the tram stop was within 400 metres of the hotel
and the trams were very frequent (approximately every 15
minutes) with an easy connection in the central city area for
the tram to Westfalenhalle. One notable feature of the trams

Day one and the long hours are already beginning to take their toll!

and trains), robot wars, ships and 1:12 scale tractor pulling
(one tractor even had an 80cc v8 engine complete with four
twin choke carburettors …. all hand made!). There were
modellers from all genres visiting the layout over the course
of the exhibition.

The exhibition did not close until 6.00pm in the evenings so

0902hrs and we already have an ‘audience’!

The ‘Thank You’ reception’ and beers at the ready - all we need now is some food!

in Dortmund is that, as they approach the city centre, they

the days were much longer than we are used to in the UK.

‘dive’ underground and become a subway system. Planners

Although we had a team of 6, we were still grateful for the

of British tram systems take note!

‘extra’ breaks we could have thanks to Dave and Gerry. With
the exception of Saturday evening, when there was a ‘thank
you’ reception for exhibitors with a couple of (pale!) beers

Could we tell when the doors opened to the public? By

each and a very ‘hearty’ soup with bread, we made our way

9.15am, people were stood 5 deep in front of the layout! We

back to the hotel and a much needed Hövels!

were staggered by the interest shown …… and not just from
railway modellers! There are 9 halls in the exhibition centre

The busiest day, by far, was Thursday (the first day) but the

with 2 featuring railway modelling. The rest feature every

next three days could hardly be described as ‘quiet’! A

aspect of modelling you can think of - radio controlled cars,

noticeable feature of the Thursday was the number of school

aircraft (flying and static), tanks, trucks, 4x4s, sailing boats

parties attending the exhibition. Apparently there is a great

(in a water tank the size of a 5-a-side football pitch complete

effort being made by schools, education authorities and

with ‘wind’ machine!), submarines, earth movers and diggers,

parents to ‘wean’ children off their games machines by

military vehicles, container handling (a mix of trucks, cranes
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introducing them to other hobbies and past-times …..

something we should be investigating and trying here at

only to be stopped by the Dutch border force. They were

home!

surprised that we were carrying ‘a train set’ and were even
more surprised after they ‘inspected it’! They asked if we

Packing up ‘Purgatory Peak’ has been well practiced by the

were carrying anything like beer (the Dutch do make some

team and it was dismantled and loaded into the car and

very good ones!) and were even more surprised when we

trailer in little over an hour after the close of the show on

informed them that the only beer we were carrying was the

Sunday. We said our farewells to Udo, who returned home to

beer we had brought (untouched) from home. We simply

Wuppertal, made our way back to the hotel and started our

didn’t have the space for any more! After they inspected
Bertha’s boot they agreed that there was little or no room for
any additional beer! We were waved on our way.

After a couple well deserved beers in the ship’s ‘Irish Bar’
and a good meal, we decided to have an early night - which
was just as well. Despite leaving Europoort so far behind
schedule, no sooner had we finished breakfast than they
announced that all drivers and their passengers should go to
their vehicles! We were off the ferry and leaving the port of
Hull by 7.30am. The ferry had not been due to arrive until
8.00am and we had not been expecting to clear the port until,
at the very earliest, 8.30! Somehow the ferry had ‘lopped’ at
least two and a half hours off its normal crossing time. The
captain sure knew how to put ‘the pedal to the metal’! We
were back in Macc, unloaded and the layout stored in the
Club room by 12.30. Bonus!

Although the whole trip to Dortmund was a great experience
and thoroughly enjoyable, I don’t think I’ve ever felt so tired
and exhausted as I did the day after I got home. I returned
the trailer to Ashton-under-Lyne at 9.30 on Wednesday
morning, got back home by 10.30 and then spent the rest of

Our last night at the hotel!

the day in what can only be described as a ‘zombie’ state. I
last rounds of HÖVELS by 8.00pm!

slept for almost 15 hours that night!

Monday 8th April and we had a much more leisurely start to

For those of you interested in numbers, these are some of

the day. We said our farewells to Gerry, Dave and Steve who

the stats:-

were flying home and then Shaun, Neil, Eric and I set off for

-Total driving distance was 749.9 miles (includes

Europoort - a journey of around four hours driving time.

collection and return of trailer)

Again, following a couple of ‘comfort breaks’, we arrived at

-Journey driving time was 20hrs 01min (including

the port in good time for our ferry only to discover that it

trailer collection/return, stops en route but excluding

would be sailing an hour and a half late. Worse still, the ferry

ferry)

was not even in the port! It was making its way back from a

-Average road speed 38.6 mph

dry dock and we would also be boarding an hour and a half

-Bertha averaged 23.4 mpg

late!

Would we do it all again? A ‘YES’ from all involved …….. but
not tomorrow!

Said ferry eventually arrived and we made our way toward it
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(for all links - see page 19)

OVER TO YOU (1)

plinthing old steam locos in various locations. Below left is
Cape Government Railways Class 7 4-8-0 no. 950 ( built by

Dear Mike,

Dubs in Glasgow in 1892 ) mouldering away gently on the

The picture of the observation balcony on the Pride of Africa

platform at Uppington in the Western Cape.

in the April newsletter was a real coincidence for me as I
have just returned from a trip from Pretoria in South Africa to

And finally, for those inclined to grumble about their latest

Walvis Bay in Namibia aboard that train.

experience on an overcrowded Pendolino, I show an
example of the benefits of "flashing the cash" for a business
class ticket on Transnamib ( Namibian railways). A railway

ROVOS used to run very long trips behind steam but the
steady removal of water replenishment facilities and a
generally negative attitude from TRANSNET ( South African
Railways ), who want ROVOS to hire in their locos and
drivers, has put a stop to it. Now the trips are diesel and/or
electric hauled with a steam loco in light steam at ROVOS'
own station in Pretoria to see you off. In my case it was a
Class 19D no 3360.

employee saw me taking this picture of the empty window
frames and came over with a smile to explain that it was an
example of "African air-conditioning".
Best wishes
Mike (Miles)

Hi Mike
I have long wanted to make a similar trip and it is still on my 'bucket

I had to include this picture as

list', but I had not realised how little a part steam actually plays

you can see the loco is named

these days. I would guess that the cost of maintaining watering

after the chairman.

facilities, as well as those for refuelling, are becoming prohibitively
expensive and the returns that TRANSNET might receive for use of

TRANSNET seem quite keen on

their rails hardly covers their overheads. Sadly, many of our
'heritage rail' operators around the world are finding themselves in a
similar situation to ROVOS, especially those who lease facilities
from a national or provincial rail service provider. Balance sheets
are not in the least bit sentimental, nor do they have the slightest
feeling for 'living history'!

Whether hauled by diesel or electric, I do envy you your trip and
hope that you had a thoroughly great time.

Thank you for your e-mail and, NO, I have not been tracking your
movements!
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Mike

NICE, BUT RUBBISH!

weakness in the ‘finished’ product. When the gear is ‘force

Mike Hebblethwaite

fitted’ to its splined shaft it will either split immediately along
this line of weakness, split simply as a result of temperature

Bachmann have done much over the years to promote 0n30

changes which cause differential expansion rates between

as a serious hobby and have supplied us with some excellent

the metal and plastic (hence the number of brand new locos,

models that have proven themselves to be reliable and

straight from the box, with free spinning gears) or fail when a

dependable workhorses. Their attention to detail is, overall,

load is applied to it. The latter may not happen immediately,

commendable and their products relatively affordable.

but it is inevitable as fatigue affects the fault.

But that is only one side of the
coin!

The other side is, on some
models, an appalling use of
cheap and inappropriate
materials on vital parts of the
drive train on some locos that
fail even before they are
unpacked from their boxes! In
particular, those engines that
use crown gears in their
mechanisms are particularly

Railbus - gear failure after very little use (less than 3 hours running time!)

prone to regular failure.

The plastic crown gears are simply ‘force fitted’ onto their
splined metal shafts. There is nothing wrong with that in
principle, but care has to be taken in the manufacturing
process of the crown (and other) gears when they are
moulded in plastic. Said plastic has to be at the right
temperature when pressed into the mould otherwise it will not

Three rail trucks - two failed immediately, one after limited use (see rail bus!)

bond properly and a joint line will be created that becomes a
Bachmann’s ‘quality
control’ over this part of
their production process
has been found wanting to
say the least!

I am as aware as anyone
else is that everything
these days is built down to
a price. This can lead to
corners being cut, poorer
quality materials being
Climax - failed ‘in the box’, replacement gear failed after a few minutes of use
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used and a cavalier

attitude toward quality control. Bachmann is a good case in

point. Outsourcing their manufacturing (to China) has led to a

PURGATORY PEAK AT YORK

remoteness that makes quality control difficult and

Mike Hebblethwaite

supervision of the manufacturing process even more so.
Here we go again!

No sooner had the dust settled on Purgatory Peak’s visit to
Dortmund, it was off to York for their excellent exhibition held
every year at the racecourse over the Easter weekend. It’s a
great show and one to which the 0n30 Group was pleased to
be invited. The Group were even more pleased and surprised

Several of the Shays on ‘Purgatory Peak’ have suffered gear failures

With so many of their models being returned because of this
problem, wouldn’t you think they’d have the whit to improve
the quality of the failing parts? A simple change from plastic
to metal or better quality delrin gears would have helped.
With their volume of production such a change would have
added but a few pence to their costs. Bachmann, however,
continues to favour cheap plastic despite being acutely
aware of its shortcomings.

I have had cause to buy replacement gears from Bachmann
for my Climax, which were anything but cheap, only to find
that one of the gears had failed even before I’d fitted it! On
the strength of that experience I am somewhat reluctant to
order sets of gears for my rail bus, Climax (again!) and three
non-working rail trucks.

Such shortsightedness has severely damaged Bachmann’s
reputation for producing reliable models, but it has introduced
a new description for such gear failures ….. ‘Bachmannitis’!
to find ‘PP’ featured on the front cover of the show guide!
Metal replacement gears have been available for some time,
though not for much longer. These have not been produced

Packing the layout is, by now, a well practiced art - whatever

by Bachmann but by NWSL (NorthWest Short Line) who are

the vehicle and this time was no exception. The Group was

due to close down their business (for retirement) in the

unable to hire their usual long wheelbase Luton van so had

autumn of this year! Bachmann, in their wisdom, have now

to use a ‘standard’ long wheelbase Citroen van. Although the

removed all the above locos from their catalogue and spares

inside of the van looked cavernous, there was still the

are only available while ever dwindling stocks last.

nagging doubt that not everything would fit. We should not
have worried. Everything did fit (including all the stock,

Talk about abandonment!

equipment and parts trays) ……. just! To say that the van
was ‘fully loaded’ would be something of an understatement!

It looks as though these lovely models will soon become just
so much rubbish.
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The journey to York was uneventful but we did have a short

Purgatory Peak was sited in a ground floor area but was

break at Birch services for a ‘comfort break’ and stock up on

facing one of the huge East facing windows. This did make

goodies from Gregg’s!

for three very warm mornings as the sun shone directly onto
the layout until the late mornings. This led to a few minor

Our entourage arrived at the racecourse at around 2.00 pm -

problems caused by the expansion and contraction of the

Mike in the van, Neil and Shaun in Shaun’s car and Eric in

layout - an unusually high number of derailments and trains

his. Dave arrived a little later and all set to unloading and

‘mysteriously’ uncoupling. Generally speaking, however, all

setting up the layout. It has to be said that this process gets

three days went well for the layout.

ever quicker though this was, in part, due to ‘the crew’ being
able to unload very close to our allocated space on the

There was another trip to the Beefeater on Saturday evening

ground floor.

but on the Sunday members of the Group went their separate
ways. Four tried the Wetherby Whaler (an extremely good

Once the setting up had been completed, there was only one

fish and chip restaurant) with Shaun and Eric opting to visit

thing left to do …….. find food and a well earned beer!

an equally good Chinese restaurant. Both venues were within

Although our hotel was a Premier Inn with no facilities of its

a two/three minute walk of the hotel!

own, it was connected directly to the Beefeater restaurant
next door. Beer and food, no problem!

Sunday ran smoothly as did Easter Monday with the show
closing at 4.30. Incredibly, the layout was dismantled and

The first day (Saturday) went reasonably smoothly but it

everything packed in the van and cars in record time. We

appeared that it was not only ‘the Crew’ who had suffered

were moving off the site at 5.40pm!!

fatigue after the Dortmund show. Several locos also showed
signs of stress at being asked to ‘perform’ again and Mike

Everything was put away in the Club room following a very

spent all day Saturday and a good part of Sunday trying to

clear run back from York and the Group was enjoying a well

‘revive’ them with only partial success. Some locos had

deserved pint in the Dolphin by 9.00pm.

‘slipping’ gears (see page 13), some simply needed some
lubrication and a couple were in need of repairs rather than

The Group, on this occasion, consisted of Shaun, Eric, Neil,

maintenance.

Steve (Roberts), Dave (Wheelton), myself and (thankfully)
Ian (Sheldon) who
covered for Steve (who
was unable to attend on
Saturday).

All in all, a good
weekend was had by all
and York, as ever, is a
show well worth visiting.

Purgatory Peak’s next
scheduled outing is to
Newcastle-on-Tyne on
the 9th and 10th of
November.
A rare sight - sunrise over Purgatory Peak!
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‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_0tStUcmXU@'

HOW TO BUILD ANYTHING YOU WANT - PART

rolling stock around the desired plan to make sure things fit

3. LAYOUTS.

and will look OK. You could, of course, add sound (so long as
nobody else is listening) by making train noises as you go!

Phil Mason

Boxes and things can represent buildings and so on. You
should have something a bit like this:

So, we've covered rolling stock and buildings and now we
need a layout to put them on.

Baseboards, the difficult and expensive way:
1. Let your better half convince you that you really need a
new fireplace for the front room.
2. Forget to arrange for the disposal of the old one.
3. Leave fireplace out in rain for a week and then attack with
a sledge hammer.

The point (sorry for the pun) is to work out where the points

4. Realise this is pointless (it's too well made) to dismantle

and signals will be. If you're intending to use under

with a screwdriver (like you should have done in the first

baseboard point motors, it's important to mark where they will

place!) to reveal a wooden framework that was the

be and position the required cross bracing to avoid them.

hearth. This is your baseboard.
Now the framework and cross bracing (at roughly 1ft
Baseboards, the cheap and easy and way:

spacing) using 2x1 timber can be added to give the board

There are many ways to build lighter, stronger and more

sufficient strength and rigidity.

versatile baseboards (particularly using plywood), but I still
use the tried and tested 2x1 framework and Sundeala top.

This is a good time to think about a backscene (made of
plywood or more Sundeala) if it's to be an exhibition layout,

The photos are from my TT layout 'Bluish' I build last winter.

as well as adding a valance to hide any lighting.

Sundeala is a high quality, environmentally friendly board
product, not to be confused with various things like MDF and
'soft board'. It's ideal because it's soft enough to cut and
takes pins and screws easily but strong and rigid enough to
bear a persons weight if adequately braced.
Sundeala is available in 8x4ft sheets but some model railway
retailers sell it in a more manageable 4x2ft size:

http://www.modelrailshop.co.uk/p/10691/Sundeala-HobbyBoard-Pack

The idea is to make a framework underneath the baseboard
of 2x1 timber; the void created provides a nice space for
This might be sufficient if the layout is to sit on a table or

point motors and wiring, etc.

cupboard. Otherwise, legs need to be added. To allow for any
unevenness in the floor, I added an adjuster (left over from a

First we can have some fun going fully 'digital'. The required

kitchen unit) to one leg. The legs will need diagonal bracing

baseboard shape is cut from the Sundeala and laying it on a

of some sort to prevent the whole thing folding itself flat or

table (or on the floor) the track you've been eager to try can

wobbling.

be laid out and temporarily connected together. This is where
you go 'digital' (ie using your digits); you can push items of
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Velcro is good to stick the drapes to the layout. One half of
the Velcro is sewn to the drapes, with the other half glued
and stapled to the layout. I've never worked out if it's best to
have the hooks or the furry bit on the layout but make sure
you don't have the same on both. Yes, this has happened! It's
probably best to have the fur on the layout so it doesn't stick
to your jumper when moving it.

My next stage is to add a control panel with a hinging face to
allow easy access to the wiring behind. I make this from
white painted hardboard, suitably strengthened with 1/2 x 1/2
timber strip. The hinges are attached to a shelf cantilevered
off the baseboard.

It's a good idea to add a bit more shelf so you've somewhere
to place tools, cups of tea and items of ‘demic’ rolling stock
removed from the layout. I aways forget this and curse

With editor's permission, I'll look at track and wiring in future

myself for the entire lifespan of the layout!

instalments. You have been warned!

Later, lights and drapes can be added to finish the thing off.
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Warning duly heeded. I look forward to your next instalment!

CAN YOU CAP IT?

Come on folks. Thinking caps on for our latest caption

RAILWAY FACT - 2

challenge ……..

During the Battle of Stalingrad, Soviet losses were so
great that at times the life expectancy of a newly arrived

What is the Fat Controller saying to Thomas?

soldier was less than a day, and the life expectancy of a
Soviet officer was three days. Combat was so fierce that

If you’ve got a caption for this picture, please send it to:-

at one point a railway station changed hands 14 times in

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

six hours.

No help this month, you’re on your own ……. though I do
have one or two thoughts ready for next month. They’re a bit

RAILWAY FACT - 3

macabre but you’d expect no less, would you?

The engineer who designed the Japanese Kamikaze
dive-bombing planes of WWII felt bad about his role in

RAILWAY FACT - 1

the war, so at its end, he decided to use his skills for

It is possible to travel from Portugal to Vietnam solely by

peace by designing the body of the Shinkansen (Bullet

train. At 17,000 km, this is the longest possible continuous

Train), which has, to this day, operated with zero

train journey in the world.

accident-caused fatalities.

RAILWAY FACT - 4

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

In 1907 a Mexican railroad brakeman named Jesus

“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)

Garcia saved the entire town of Nacozari, Sonora by

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North,
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY

singlehandedly driving a damaged and burning train
containing dynamite six kilometers away from the town

01625 850427

before it finally exploded, killing him.
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CAN YOU CAP IT? YES, YOU CAN!

LINKS FOR DORTMUND TRIP
‘PP’ at the Intermodellbau
1)

’https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AxrX6SCYieE'

2)

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sig2qyt6wsg'

Both these videos have commentaries in German.
General coverage of Intermodellbau

Some of you did get your ‘thinking caps’ on for this one ……

“Mind the gap!” from Brian Wood

“It’s all very well levitating it, but did that magician’s course

1)

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4-CeOkbxaE'

2)

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UV2XnMI7eIM'

3)

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7DdaoUFfBg'

4)

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5OHAm60mb0'

5)

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgasjCqSRNM'

6)

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t639dlr6OSc'

This is by no means an exhaustive list of available, on-line

tell you how to get the bloody thing back down?” - Amos II

videos of the Intermodellbau - a simple Google search will
unearth many, many more. Search for ‘Intermodellbau

“ ….. and I’m telling you the bloody foundations were there

Dortmund 2019’.

yesterday!” - Dave Abrams
With more than 10 halls and show-case areas, this exhibition
“I’ve found where the draught’s coming from!” - J.K.

covered every conceivable model making hobby and
featured many of the best examples of their genre from the

“Got it! I’ve found my 50p. It must have fallen between the

whole of Europe. This is a ‘must visit’ show if you are ever

floorboards.” - Simon Cauldwell

around the Dortmund area.

“You were right ….. it does say this way up” - Pete Fairhurst
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”

“The guys are not going to be happy. I’ve found some
woodworm!” - Don Smallwood

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,

Well done, you guys, and thanks for sharing your

CW5 7LG

humour. If you’ve got any humorous challenges for our
01270 842400

readers, please send them in ….. but they must be

www.tridenttrains.co.uk

railway related!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :RAILWAY FACT - 5

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

Most train horns are based on musical chords. Common

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

passenger trains found in the U.S. are usually based on

0161 928 5940

major 6th chords, which are not as threatening as most
freight trains, which are based on more discordant,

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”
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frightening, sounds such as diminished 7th chords.

THE LAST WORD
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:That’s it! Another month over and done with ….. and what an

ABC Model Railways

incredibly busy month it seems to have been!

‘Always on the right track’

We’ve had ‘Purgatory Peak’ visiting the Intermodellbau in

tel:-

Dortmund (a four day show plus four days travelling!) and the

e-mail:web:-

three day model railway exhibition at York racecourse over the
Easter weekend. In between we’ve had our A.G.M. and still,

07813 031152

abcmodelrailways@yahoo.co.uk
‘www.abcmodelrailways.com'

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES

somehow, managed to find the time to put together this
Newsletter!

Newsletter:e-mail

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

Thankfully, the Club’s calendar is a little less heavy this coming
month. ‘Sutton Hilltop’, our ’00’ layout, is making a visit …… all

telephone

07761 122126

the way to Bollington (report in June’s issue)! The layout will be
featuring at St Oswald’s Church as part of the Bollington
Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

Festival. Why not call in and help to support this event - it’s on
your doorstep. Those involved with the layout would be more
than pleased to see you there.

web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

telephone

Mmmm. Did I say a quieter month? It really would be good to
have the time to get back to some model making!

07796 457978
07761 122126

Hopefully though, with the summer (and better weather?)
rapidly approaching, our thoughts are likely to wander off in the

Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

direction of the ‘great outdoors’ so look out for articles in these
pages over the next few months that have ideas for places of
If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model

interest to visit.

Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red
link above.

No mention has been made this month of “Wolfe Lowe’s”
journey ‘down South’ to Epsom & Newall’s exhibition over the

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

weekend of 27/28th April, but there should be a full report in

Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

next month’s (June) issue.

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

Treasurer

Alan Ashton

Secretary

Tom McDonough

Udo begins a series of articles on how he built a locomotive
from ‘scratch’ which, although it is an ‘0’ scale loco, is easy to

Member reps

follow and replicate in almost any scale.

Colin Moores
Tony Hallatt

There’s a real ‘mix’ of other articles and, of course, all our

Steve Nixon

regular features.
Gerry Ogden
Andy Clayton

Something to look forward to, then.
Newsletter Editor

As ever, enjoy your hobby.
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Mike Hebblethwaite

